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we have also updated visi standard 2017, and we are proud to introduce the
new features of visi 2017 r1, available in may and june. visi standard 2017 is
now available for free users and the full version will be available in june. visi
is acknowledged as one of the world's leading pc based cad cam software
solutions for the mold & die industries. it offers a unique combination of

applications, fully integrated wireframe, surface and solid modelling,
comprehensive 2d, 3d and 5-axis machining strategies with dedicated high
speed routines. significant developments in cad and cam functionality in the

latest release of visi, from vero software, give users additional speed and
quality throughout their design and machining processes. visi brand

manager massimo vergerio says cad updates in visi 2017 r1 are focusing on
the user experience and adding enhancements to allow customers to speed
up their design process. we are proud to have included this new feature in

the standard elements package. the new functionality, provided by cadenas,
is cloud based, and it allows to choose the part to include in the project,

selecting it from a huge list of suppliers and types. its just necessary a free
registration to the portal, and you are welcome to the new platform. inside
the application, you can use different search solutions, and easily select a
supplier and looking into the different sections, you can select the proper

element. the system will show a 3d preview and you can choose the correct
dimension for your project. after that, its just necessary a click on the visi

icon to get your part.
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the vero data manager will now allow you to view the active visi jobs.
previously, this was only available for visi runs. there are now two sets of
buttons in the ribbon. this means that you can now add or modify the visi
jobs in the vero ribbon. the original vero data manager icons have been

replaced with new ones. since our start, vero has remained focused on the
design of 3d tools for the production of parts. we have been constantly

working on making vero easy to use, and more intuitive for the industry,
making the technology more accessible. as a result, we are proud to

announce that visi 21 will be available from the middle of june. visi 21 will be
an important step forward for the vero platform, and will allow all the teams
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to create and consume quality 3d data, and to connect any devices or
processes to the product. visi 2017 r1 has all the functionalities of visi

standard 2017, which is the free version, and there are some changes that
will be provided by the full version. the free version, with the “download”

button on the main page, will be available in may. the full version, with the
“buy” button, will be available in june. the full version will include some new
features, like the ability to open files stored on usb, the possibility to export
all the drawings and return to the main window, to see the parameter in the
drawing and to select the corresponding parameter in the project, and to get

the list of suppliers and types in the system. also, you can export the
drawing to the 3d printing program and perform a parametric drawing,

although it will be in the free version. 5ec8ef588b
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